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1. Introduction

Cassava (Manihot esculenta Crantz) is a roop crop. It process

many tuberous roots in the world. These roots are used as food

in several African Countries [1], South-East Asia and South

America where peoples are prepared and presented them in

diverse forms such as: mandioca, chikwange, fufu, malemba

and many others products depending on the region, country

and/or the ethnic group. Cassava tuberous roots are also an

important source of income for farmers in sub-Saharan Africa,

particularly in the Democratic Republic of the Congo [2].

Unfortunately, the network development of cassava in the DRC

is limited by many constraints including the lack of appropriate

post harvest technology. Indeed, the farmers used two

traditional drying methods: open air sun drying and fire drying.

Unfortunately, the final product does not comply with the

relevant standards [3-5]. Solar dryers have been developed for

tropical regions notably [6-11] but investment prevents their

operation in the Congolese farmer country.

In the perspective of sustainable development, the operation of

solar dryers designed based on locally available materials could

be the most likely solution to reduce post harvests wastes.  This

investigation aims:

- to describe Eloumah 1, a solar dryer designed and built to

dry cassava granules and microchips, in particular, the

Zizila and Obama (TME 419) varieties;

- to analyze the drying process of granules and microchips in

terms of evaporated mass water from a control samples;

- and to assess the residual water content of the dried control

samples.
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2. Materials and Method

2.1. Eloumah 1

Figure 1: The chart illustrating Eloumah 1.

Fig. 2: Variation of the temperature over time in the collector
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Fig. 3: Evolution of temperature over time in the drying
chamber

Fig. 4: Variation of the humidity content over time in the
collector

Fig. 5: Variation of the humidity content over time in the
drying chamber

Figure 6 is the curve of the average of masses of evaporated

water from the control samples of grated tuberous roots 6 cm

long of variety Zizila over time. Figure 7 is the curve the same

quantity over different lengths X

Figure 6: Evolution of the mean masses evaporated water
function y1 from grated control samples of variety
Zizila 6 cm long over time

Figure 7: Evolution of the mean masses evaporated water
function y2 from grated control samples of variety
zizila over different lengths x.

According to the curves on figures 2, 3, 4 and 5, the following

observations can highlight:

- The temperature increases over the time from 31, 3 °C to

49 °C, its maximum value is reached at 1 h 17’ P.M in the

collector. At the same time the temperature increases from

29, 6° C to 39 °C in the drying chamber, and its maximum

value is reached at 4 h 2 P.M. Therefore, between the two

compartments, the difference of the observed maximum

temperature reaches 10 °C.

- The humidity decreases with the time in the collector,

from 67 % to 36 %, and its lower value is reached at

5 h 37’ P.M while it also decreases in the drying chamber,

but from 69% to 46%. This lower value is reached at 5 h

7’ P.M. Therefore, the amplitude of the lower humidity

between the two compartments is 10 %.
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4.2. Drying process and its parameters.

Based on the correlation coefficient (R2) and chi square

coefficient (χ2), the logistic function defined by the relation (1)

describes well the sigmoid curve on figure 6.

(1)

We think that the relation (1) is really the general law of the

drying process because during this process, free water intake

the product is limited by the harvest witch stopping the flux.

This maximum quantity a contained in it is the limiting factor.

The ensuing drying cannot extract more than the remained

value at harvest. Therefore, the logistic behavior [12, 13] of

drying process comes from there.

Drying according to the length of the samples is described by

the relation (2).

y2 = mevh = B2x
2 (2)

This last is the parabolic function with downward concavity.

Figure 7 shows this function from grated control samples of

zizila variety over different lengths X, 2 ≤ X (cm) ≤ 6.

If we set y = y1*y2 at h = x, and compare its first derivate over

time with its second derivate over the length of control

samples, we obtain equation (2):

(3)

with D equal to

(4)

Equation (3) is in the class of diffusion equation parabolic type

in one dimension. Therefore, dehydration (drying process) can

also be described by the law type Fick's law. In this case, the

drying flux activates thermally the free water in the product

that is diffused along the xylem with the coefficient D to the

interface "surface of product-air drying". Free water molecules

vibrate with the frequency of dehydration k. Moreover, they

evaporate or they condense as the ratio of water vapor and the

surface tension of dried fluid is higher or lower than one.

Table 2 summarizes constants and drying parameters of

cassava varieties deducted from smoothing functions of masses

of water evaporated from control samples.

The same logistic function also explains other models of drying

laws notably exponential [14] and polynomial [15] laws. In the

first case by using the transformation:

(5)

And in the second case, by developing in series the relation (5).

4.3. The drying speed of the product.

To better understand what is happening during the drying, let

us construct the function speed of drying and then analyze it.

The drying speed of the product is defined as the first

derivative by time of the logistic function (1). This is the

relation:

(6)

With,

(7)

Figure 6 is the drying speed curve of the sample 6 cm long of

the zizila variety shredded over time.

Figure 8: Speed of drying of the 6 cm sample of the Zizila variety over time
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Figure 8 above show well four outstanding portions that

correspond to the parties: AB; BC, CD and DE. For a better

explain these parties, let us to write the drying speed as

function of the mass of water evaporated from the control

samples. We have than:

(8)

With,

(9)

Thus, the dehydration (drying process) starts before and not at

point A because the speed at this point is non-zero. Its value at

point A is the natural speed of drying. Its value differs from

one product to another. Ascending phase ABC corresponds to

the increase of temperature in the product, which activates the

free water in the product with the elimination of its fraction.

The peak marks the end of temperature increase. Taking into

account the relations (8), the temperature increase is

proportional to the square of the mass of water evaporated.

This point also corresponds to the change in concavity of the

logistic function (1). It is thus an inflection point. It scored the

end of temperature development and the beginning of the

elimination of any free water.

The phase down CDE is corresponding to the elimination of all

free water and a fraction of bound water. Taking into account

the relationship (8), the elimination of water is also

proportional to the square of the mass of water evaporated and

so the square of temperature. Part DE is also described by

logistic function and it corresponding to the elimination of a

fraction of bound water. The beginning and the end of these

phases are also variable from one product to another.

4.4. Residual moisture content of dried control samples

In the Table 3, the first and the second columns are the means

average masses of wet control samples. The third and the forth

columns are the evaporated water masses in the control sample

of varieties dried in Eloumah1; the fifth and sixth columns

represent the evaporated water masses expressed in percent.

The last column is the residual moisture defined as the

difference between these moistures.

We think that Eloumah 1 could be able to dry granules and

micro chips of cassava tuberous roots under <10%.

Exposed in the same thermal flux in Eloumah 1, granules and

micro chips of zizila variety are drying quickly than those of

obama variety.

Residual moisture values in the last raw come from the

intermittent nature of solar radiation the data collected day.

Table 1: Thermal and moisture in the Solar dryer Eloumah 1 Gradients

Table 2: Drying constants and coefficients of cassava samples.

Table 3: Residual moisture content of dried control samples.

Variety m01(g) m02(g) mev1(g) mev2(g) 1 (%) 2 (%)
r (%)

Granules of Zizila 7.15 81,24 3.66 47,69 51.24 58.72 7.48

Microchips Zizila 6.84 81,24 3.08 47,69 45.02 58.72 13.70

Granules of Obama 7.15 65,87 2.60 26,28 36.36 60.10 23.74
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5. Conclusion

This investigation was demonstrated that in natural dryers such

Eloumah 1 the difference of the temperature between the

collector and the drying chamber induces the buoyant force on

the drying flux. Eloumah 1 is a natural convection solar dryer

improved because it is able to reduce the water content to that

of the flour. It also protects against weather, predators and dirt

dried products. The control of openings for admission and

exhaust the air in Eloumah 1 remains the question how to

control the browning of products drying in sunny days or

overnight in bad weather. Since the solar energy, heat flux

source, is inexhaustible, Eloumah 1 can be dimensioned

depending on the application easily. Drying process is

expectedly sigmoid and can be described by the logistic

function (1). Considering the results of drying cassava

tuberous root chips and granules are in concordance with those

obtained by various authors in the drying of different products

[15], thus, the logistic laws established above are likely the

natural laws of dehydration of agricultural products.
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